
How Upside accelerated visit 
frequency at Cardenas Markets

The challenge:

Cardenas Markets wants to continue its
sales momentum

As a regional grocer in the Greater Los Angeles area, Cardenas Markets is no stranger to 

rival mid-market chains and encroaching big-box stores. To compete in their environment, 

they are consistently looking for ways to expand their reach to more potential consumers 

and tangibly increase the average visit 

frequency to their stores. 

The solution:

Upside turns new and infrequent 
consumers into regulars

Cardenas Markets turned to Upside to get more visibility through the platform’s 

machine-learning algorithm that generates targeted, personalized promotions to 

consumers on a one-to-one basis. These incentives were used to change consumer 

shopping patterns, convincing them to shop at Cardenas Markets with a much higher 

frequency and ultimately leading to profit for both the grocer and Upside.



The result:

Personalized promotions increase visit 
frequency with a 67% ROI

In just 15 months, Upside provided proven value to Cardenas Markets’ consumers and 

incremental profit for the grocer. Total spending at Cardenas Markets increased by 86.7% 

across all consumer segments, both on and off the Upside app. During the 15-month window, 

40% of sales came directly from Upside users through the app, meaning the remaining 60% 

growth that occurred came with no promotional costs charged to Cardenas Markets.

• More than 35% of consumers driven by 

Upside to Cardenas Markets were new 

shoppers.

• Cardenas Markets saw a 67% weighted 

average lifetime ROI from Upside.

• Non-Upside spending increased by 10.3% across all consumer segments after using

Upside, meaning consumers continued to come back and shop at Cardenas

Markets after the initial transaction triggered by Upside’s promotions.

• Cardenas Markets earned incremental

net profit (after consumer promotions)

that went to their bottom line.

Want to learn more about Upside and how the digital marketplace 

can help your store acquire new consumers, 

increase purchase volume, 

and generate proven profit?

Click here.
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Upside brought in...
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https://www.upside.com/business/grocery?utm_source=content&utm_medium=button&utm_campaign=How+Upside+accelerated+visit+frequency+at+Cardenas



